
Trainer / Performance 2016OrderNo:                                Customer No: 3000617 Customer: Keravan Urheilijat-Ski

Trimtex contact:
Designer:
Last correction:

Colours in design: Order type / Additional notes:

DISCLAIMER: Customers responsibility is to ensure that colour(s) and logo(s) are accurate on a specific 
order. Order is produced according to the latest approved design proof. 
*Colours may not appear accurate on your screen or printed paper. Colours may have a deviation of ±5% ∆E 
due to variation of materials and inks. For a particular result ask for colourtest from your sales representative. 
*Please note that this proof is based on L sized garment, design may vary with each size change.
*We highly recommend to avoid continuity of design between two different parts of product - Trimtex will not 
guarantee perfect result for this. 
*It is not allowed to remove or change placement of  Trimtex logos. 
     Copyright ©  Designs are property of  Trimtex, protected by copyright and allowed to use only on Trimtex products.  

Re-order: (no changes)
Re-order: (with changes)

Preview of logo(s)

T1 Sponsor logo

T2 Standard logo

T3 Exceptions

scale 1:5 (20%)

50002641-1 Change T15 and 
T14 (inside clublogo) to T16

Re-order 50001650-1 Change T15 and 
T14 (inside clublogo) to T16

50002287-3

NEW
50002287-3 Change T15 and T14 (inside clublogo) to T16

------

------

------

------------

T16 Legal black

------

------

PMS 101 C

white

Kristiina Rand
Mats Söderlund

14/04/2016

scale 1:10 (10%)

B45.1-L BI-ELASTIC HEADBAND
B49-L BI-ELASTIC AIR HEADBAND

B48-L   BI-ELASTIC HIGH HEADBAND

A130.3-L  TRAINER JACKET
A116-L  TRAINER WOMENS JACKET

A135.2-L/SZ TRAINER PANTS
A115-L/SZ TRAINER WOMENS  PANTS

A120.2-L PERFORMANCE JACKET

flatlock: black 9700
flatlock: black 9700

size label printed inside

thread: Black 9700

front zipper: Black 580 + reflex piping (right side)

elastic panels: Black

thread: Black 9700

zipper: Black 580

thread: Black 9700

side zipper: Black 580

solid fabric: Black

flatlock: Black 9700

cuff: Black

TI-27 reflex transfer

pockets zipper: Black 580
thread: Black 9700

thread: Black 9700

zipper: Black 580 + partial reflex piping (right side)

pockets zipper: Black 580

E20.1 - 100 BASIC TRX LONG O-PANTS

thread: black 9700

transfer: TL-130 (white)

50003057


